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Does it work like civ 5 where you still get lux or is it like off earth where it is removed when you found the city? Page 2 24 comments Back to civilization VI Go to districts See also: City Combat (Civ6) Three well-developed (and renamed) Japanese cities surrounded by districts and wonders A city is the basic building block of a civilization. It houses its people, promotes its science, culture, faith and other
statistics, expands its territory, and produces everything else civilization has. Cities are also central to your technological and cultural development, serving as bastions for your armies. You can't win without powerful, well-located cities. Cities in Civilization VI are far different than in previous games. They now consist of a center: the original tile where the city was founded, and several parts called Districts,
which can be built on nearby tiles. A single city can thus sprawl over a significant expendable land, and even water. Content[show] Founding a city editing criteria Edit a impersonation device is required to find a new city. Each settler can find a city and is consumed in the process. Cities must be founded on land, on a valid, navigable tile. You can find cities on terrain features (all but Oasis), although most of
these will be removed on the foundation. Cities can not be founded on Natural Wonder tiles, even if they are navigable. Cities can be founded on top of Resources. The player will be able to use this resource (if it is strategic or luxury) and the resource's bonus dividends. A city must be at least 4 tiles away from any other city center (three tile distance between two city centers). But if there is a body of water
between the two city centers (if one city center is on another landmass), this distance requirement falls to two tiles (so that the innermost ring in both cities can not overlap). Settler Lens Edit The Settler Lens highlights valid tiles for settlement. Its additional feature is to show housing bonus for each tile, loyalty effects from nearby nations in Rise and Fall, as well as potential disaster hazards in Gathering
Storm. The color code means the following: Red tiles cannot be applied. they are either too close to other cities or their terrain does not allow settlement. Dark green tiles have access to fresh water and will receive +3 Housing if settled. Light green tiles are coastal and will receive +1 Housing if settled. Grey tiles receive no housing bonus. Moreover, small icons on tiles mean the following: The negative
loyalty pressure from other nations is displayed with numerical icons. Note that the actual negative loyalty pressure from residents at settlement will seem to be slightly less as the pressure is partially offset by the city's population by founding, and in settler lens bonus Loyalty from happiness and other factors is not taken into account. Coastal tiles that can be flooded as sea level rises are characterized by a
wave icon. It 3 levels of lowland coastal tiles, which also appear. (The tiles belonging to the first level that may be flooded by the first sea level rise are without numbers.) Floodplains tiles and tiles prone to volcanic eruptions are marked with their corresponding icons. Effects of Settling Edit When Found city Ability of the settler is activated, the downtown district of the new city is located on the tile Settler
previously occupied. By settlement, within 1 tile radius of the new city, neutral tiles or tiles within another nation's border, but more than 3 tiles away from any of their cities are claimed by the city's owner. Any barbaric outpost within the 1 tile radius will be destroyed (although some barbaric devices within range will remain); any Tribal Village is activated and its benefit received. Any removable terrain feature
on the tile (Rainforest, Marsh, Woods) will be removed even if you do not have the necessary technology. Note that the feature has been removed, not harvested, and you will not receive any lump yields! The yield of the tiles occupied by the center will be increased to 2 Food and 1 Production if either was previously lower (before any bonus return is applied). Plains (Hills) will add an additional production
point (but no Hills on other terrain!). Please also note that any returns previously added to the basic terrain of Disasters will continue to be present, making the tile more valuable! Resources (all types) remain on the tile; their bonus dividends continue to apply, if they bring food or production above 2 (or if they are other types of returns). Also strategic and luxurious resources are automatically available by
the new center. For example, Plains Hill has a native yield of 1 Food and 2 Production. Founding a city on a Plains Hill will add 1 Food to the tile, resulting in the city center having 2 Food and 2 Production. In another example, flat Desert has no dividend whatsoever; Settlement a city there, but will increase the tile yield to 2 Food, 1 Production. Suppose there is an incense resource there - it will add an extra
1 Faith to the tile yield, while also 1 count of incense is added to the empire. The first population of the new city will be 1 by default. (Certain age effects may change the original population.). City Center tiles are always worked and do not require any citizen to produce returns. The city center, like other districts, comes with a road. Cities adjacent to rivers will get bridges across these rivers, which means that
a device moving in and out of the city center does not suffer a river crossing penalty in its moving points. (Attacks over the river still suffer similar punishment.) This is valid even before the classical era, when bridges are added to ordinary roads. City populationEdit Main article: Population (Civ6) Cities contain the population of the empire, represented by the entities known as citizens. The size of the city
(number of inhabitants) determines workforce that can work around the city. Additional special districts can only be built when the population reaches a certain threshold. Food Edit Main Article: Food (Civ6) As in previous games, Food is the engine that drives population growth. The balance between food production and consumption from residents determines whether, and how fast the city will grow. But
there are now several factors that determine the controlling growth rate- to find out what, read below. Nevertheless, it is always important to consider the food resources in nearby terrain when you are founding a new city - these will allow it to grow quickly and become more useful to your empire. HousingEdit Main article: Housing (Civ6) Urban growth is also controlled by Housing, a new concept in the
game that represents the housing and sanitation infrastructure of the city and sets an upper limit on how many citizens the city is really able to support. Beyond the first bonus given by the availability of fresh water, Housing is usually dependent on urban development (improvements, districts and other infrastructure). Facilities Edit Main article: Facilities (Civ6) The facility situation in the city can also affect
growth: having more facilities than necessary increases growth, while at the same time having less reduced. But in practice the main limitation of growth remains Food and Housing; unless the facilities situation gets so bad that the city enters the rebellion phase; but the growth will be the least of your problems then. Loyalty Edit Main Article: Loyalty (Civ6) In growth and fall, loyalty can also affect growth,
and much more serious than facilities. If the loyalty score of a city falls below 76, growth will be affected; if under 26 growth will stop completely! Of course, such situations are quite rare in the game, so most of the time loyalty will not mean anything at all (unlike facilities, which are much more fluid). Population growthEdit Main article: Population (Civ6) To summarize: The final growth factor of a city's
population depends not only on food (as in previous games), but also on housing and accessible facilities. You can always find a detailed description of all factors affecting population growth in the first City Details screen, along with practical advice on how to accelerate growth. Always aim to ensure a lot of food surpluses, along with ever-increasing housing, and your city will grow steadily and become
more and more useful. Citizens as a workforce Edit as in previous games, citizens of a city also act as the basic workforce of your empire. They will occupy the tiles around the city, working them and thus giving the city the return these tiles have today. If a tile is not the work of a citizen, the yield goes to waste, no matter how high it is. In Civilization VI non-worked Tile Improvements have visually different
models, so you can see at a glance which of them are working and which ones are not. Unlike Civilization V, hostile that occupies a tile does not from working it. However, they prevent building new buildings, or repair damaged (in case the tile contains a district); and of course they prevent a Builder device from moving on it to repair or improve it. Note that district tiles (those tiles around your cities occupied
by districts) can't be used in the first place. But after you have built certain buildings in specialty districts (Campus, Commercial Hub, etc), Citizen slots appear there, just like on regular tiles. The difference is that citizens occupy District tiles are considered Specialists and contribute specialized returns, based on district type, and not related at all to the land of tiles (in fact, these are completely extinct by
placing a district). For example, citizens working in a Sacred Territory district contribute faith, while those working in a Theater Square District contribute culture. Unlike in Civilization V, specialists do not contribute Great Person Points - these are now reserved for the districts themselves. Also note that a single district can have up to three Specialist slots, where you can assign up to three citizens at once,
thereby significantly increasing the special returns! Wonder tiles can not be requested. Using citizens correctly, by working the right tiles at different stages of the game, may be the most important micro-managing decision you make. Normally, the game engine will assign citizens to tiles to balance out the city's returns: ensure that the city has enough food to grow while being productive. But as a ruler you
can decide to manually assign citizens - just call up the Manage Citizens option from the main city panel. You will see all the tiles that are currently worked by citizens, along with potential other places for missions. Click on an empty track to assign a citizen there; by clicking on an already full slot will lock it, preventing the automatic resettlement of this citizen and ensuring that this slot will always be worked.
From this screen you can also swap tiles with nearby cities, if you want this city to function them instead. Alternatively, you can use the checkpoints next to production yields in the city information category to focus or un-focus production on certain types of returns – then the game will automatically reassign citizens to maximize (or minimize) the respective statistics production for this city. You should think
carefully about what your city and empire need right now, and assign citizens accordingly. City Production Edit In Civilization VI cities still have a single production queue (that is, they can only do one thing at a time). However, production is not concentrated in the city center anymore - many of the districts now serve as specialized production centers! For example, after building a clay district, all country
military units produced in that city will begin to appear there, and not in the center (unless there is already a unit of the same type in the district, in so the new new displayed in the center). The same applies to the port and districts for sea and air units. Please note that civilian units and support units will always appear in the city centre. But what's more, in many cases the production of certain units in a city
becomes possible only if the city has a specific district! This is the case for Air units, which require an Aerodrome district, and for religious units, which can only be purchased in a sacred area district. Certain special civil units will also appear in districts, such as the archaeologist displayed only in a Theater Square district with an archaeological museum. If the necessary districts or buildings are disabled by
the enemy, the city may not be able to produce certain units anymore! And of course, as mentioned elsewhere, most buildings can only be built in certain districts; with some also requires other buildings, such as the University requires a library. Purchasing units and buildings with gold or faith also obeys the same restrictions. Note that you can not build buildings in districts that have been looted, or that are
currently occupied by an enemy (that is, there is a hostile entity in the tile). Before proceeding with construction, in the first case you need to first repair the district, and then any damaged buildings in it; in the second case, you need to wait for the enemy to leave the tile (or remove it yourself). The production price of military units is fixed, although they will become obsolete with new technology, and their
more modern versions will have a higher cost. The same goes for support devices. However, the production costs for civilian units scale up; for some (Settlers, Builders), it goes up with each device produced (or purchased) over time, for others (Traders) it goes up with technological development. This means that the same builder you produce at the beginning of the game will cost a lot more towards the
middle, when you have already had to produce (or Buy, see below) more of them. Catching enemy civilians does not count against this mechanic, though, which makes the prisoners even more useful than before! Please also note that unlike in Civilization V you can now capture settlers and use them to found cities of your own! The cost of production for buildings and wonders is fixed. That of the districts,
however, varies - for more information about it, head here. Certain types of city-states can increase the production of certain types of things: Industrial states increase buildings, districts and wonders, while militaristic states increase units. As before, the production process can be increased by harvesting certain resources on the territory of the city. But this action is now instantaneous and allows you
something that was impossible before - to complete a production project in the middle of your trip! Use it to get ahead of the competition when constructing Wonders, or when you desperately need to produce something right away. Purchasing Edit is the ability to use one of the two currency resources (Gold and Faith) to acquire immediately something in a city. Purchasing either Gold or Faith has its own
tabs, along with the production queue. You can buy two types of game items instantly: Buildings, from the city center or any district, as long as they are unlocked (have their requirements met). Districts can't be purchased in Vanilla Civilization VI; in Rise and Fall, you can use Gold to buy districts in a city where Reyna is established with the Contractor title, and in Gathering Storm establish Moksha in a city
with divine architect title allows Faith to purchase districts there. Buildings are usually purchased with Gold, unless they are religious worship buildings (such as Wat) that are accessible only by their respective worship beliefs, in which case they can be purchased with Faith or built normally via the production queue. The only buildings that can't be bought at all are city defenses like Ancient Walls, Flood
Barriers in Gathering Storm (unless you're the Suzerain of Valletta, then you might be able to buy City Center and Encampment buildings with Faith), Government Plaza buildings in Rise and Fall and, of course, Wonders. Purchased buildings appear in the appropriate district right away, and begin to function. Devices. Most devices can be purchased with Gold, with the exception of some special devices like
Spy. Some devices can only be purchased with Faith; This includes the three types of religious units (missionaries, apostles and gurus), Warrior Monk, Naturalist, Rock Band, Nihang and Soothsayer. If you have chosen Theocracy as your government (or, in Rise and Fall, built the Grand Master Chapel), you can also buy land military units with Faith. The guitar of Indonesia can buy naval units with Faith. In
Rise and Fall, monumentality golden age dedication lets you buy civil units with Faith. Please note that the cost of buying civilian units with both Gold and Faith goes up with each device purchased, following the same scaling rules as producing them. So, as the game progresses and you continue to buy or produce a certain type of device (such as a builder), the cost will rise far above the base value. In
general, the gold cost for an item is 4x's current production cost, while the cost of faith is 2x production. Discounts on production costs used by game items (such as policies) do not affect purchase costs. Note that in cities with military academy or Seaport you can also buy units such as armies / fleets, etc. However, the cost will be twice as much as the normal cost of a corps/fleet, and triple for an
army/Armada. In this case, it is cheaper to produce the units, since the production costs receive a discount from the above buildings, and come out as less than double / triple. Please note that when it comes to device purchases, the location where the device will appear needs be free - that is, no other device of the same type can be present there. So, for example, if you have a builder in the center and you
try to buy another, or a settler (which in turn is a civilian type of unit), you will be told that you can not do it. The same goes for military units, although they may have the extra ability to appear in a camp district. Projects Edit Main Article: Project (Civ6) The final production type in a city (besides districts, buildings, and units) is Projects - conceptual enterprises, which use the city's production system but do not
show up physical things, such as units or buildings. Instead, they provide different advantages that are now far more varied than in previous games! Raze A CityEdit Most conquered cities can be razed. The decision to return, retain or ravage a city is made on the same trip as conquering the city. Once the city is razed all improvements and districts belonging to this city are removed. The original capital of a
civilization can not be razed. Territorial Expansion Edit Main Article: Territory (Civ6) As in previous games, each city moves the territorial boundaries of the empire. On the foundation, it annexes all tiles around the center (which is still free). Further expansion is guided again by how much culture the city produces. Note that, barring exceptional circumstances, even newly created cities now produce a small
amount of culture from their population, and will thus grow their borders eventually. Tiles can also be purchased with Gold. This is now done right from the city options on the main screen. You can buy any tile bordering the city's current borders; The longer the tile is from a center, the more expensive it is. Also, the price of tiles increases with technological and social research. However, you can only buy
tiles up to three away from any center - additional tiles can only be annexed via normal cultural expansion. City Defense's Edit Main Article: City Combat (Civ6) Being civilization's most important manifestation, a city is always a target of military action. That's why it's also important to consider how a city can defend itself against enemies. In Civilization VI early cities are quite weak, because they lack some
defensive structures. Unlike in previous games, without defensive structures a city can not use a Ranged Attack to injure invaders. It will still harm attacking units in retaliation to melee attacks, though. But there are several vulnerabilities for cities in Civilization VI: because their districts are now physically placed on other tiles, cities can now be severely crippled by invading armies, even if they do not attack
the center. Intruders now are able to loot nearby districts, crippling other aspects of city production, and setting an empire back even without taking its territory. Where to construct cities Edit cities should be built in areas with plenty of food and and with access to strategic, luxurious and bonus resources. It is often a good idea to build a city on a river or coastal hex, as sources of water are very important for
a growing population. Cities built on the Hills get a defensive bonus, making it harder for enemies to catch them. The exact location of the center should not consider returns, only strategic access (and finally, whether there is a resources on it). This is due to the change in providing the city's forces on the tile. In fact, the best possible yield is for a city center without a resource on the 2 Food, 2 Production,
and this can only be achieved by settling on a hill in plains. For all other terrain, the yield will be 2 Food, 1 Production, even in desert or snow. In fact, you may find it worth settling in such inhospitable terrain, as long as nearby tiles have better returns! In this way, you will practically force a tile without yield to obtain one, and still preserve better tiles for use by your inhabitants. Normally you should also leave
tiles with resources beyond the center, because later you can build improvements there and increase yield. Settle on top of resources only in extreme cases, when other strategic factors guarantee it. Cities built on a coastal tile will be able to build ships, once you have researched the right technologies. Cities built within 2 tiles of coastal water, or a lake, will be able to build a port district (when their borders
have grown into water tiles), and then they can also build ships. Any civilization that wants to develop shipping must have at least one city with conditions for building ships. Civilizations that have special sea-oriented capabilities, such as Norwegian and English, should consider settling cities on the coast as a priority. The game will usually place its first Settler on a coast anyway, according to the individual
civilization bias. Gathering Storm brings new dangers to cities: natural disasters and coastal floods caused by melting ice caps! While this may not be your biggest concern when choosing a place, you should be aware of the potential dangers and prepared to respond to them. In fact, settling on rivers near the flood plains may prove to be even more important than before, as flooding will bring extra base
yields to these tiles. You only need to stomach the occasional destruction of improvements and districts there. With a settler selected, ideal city locations will be displayed on the map with an icon. In addition, each settler will display Settler Lens (for the first settler you can activate it with the filter button at the top of the minimap), giving you an idea of where on the map will provide the best source of water
for your city, indicating inaccessible tiles. In Rise and Fall, there's an additional factor to consider when settling cities: Loyalty. Places that are too far from the core of your empire, and at the same time too close to other empires will suffer a serious punishment, and unless you take proper precautions, you will risk losing your newly created city to another civilization! The Settler lens shows the expected
loyalty penalties in all tiles. Choosing the exact location of a city is actually so complicated that it almost constitutes an art. With all of the above recommendations, there are still plenty of other factors to consider: location relative to your other cities, in relation to rival civilizations, proximity of resources, etc. etc. etc. It is only after you gain experience playing the game that you will be able to place your cities
in the best places strategically. City trading Edit Cities can be traded with other civs, although it is virtually impossible to buy a city from an AI as they will apparently always refuse even if you offer basically the entire empire for 1 city. Still, you can sell cities in peacetime or even claim one in wartime for peace, but that option is usually only viable if AI considers that the city lost already because of your
overwhelming power is nearby or close to kicking the city anyway. Always keep this in mind, especially if you wanted to end the war after getting the omenous city. The city must be in full health before trading. While AI may not pay as much for a city far away from home or in the middle of your empire, it is still advisable to sell cities with the intention of loyalty turning them into a free city. Especially if you
have a significant army with nothing to do for long periods of peace and a city with many improved tiles (and preferably no districts unless this city has a large enough production to repair looted districts, and you don't care about lost great personal points during this process) to loot for resources. Combining it with the right policy cards and 1 cost builders for quick repairs will usually provide thousands of gold
and/or faith as well as 1-2 builders (if you let them spawn between military units in a free place next to the city before reclaiming the city) with 3 costs as well as 2 era scores per city if you let them return to the empire through loyalty pressure, VideosEdit CIVILIZATION VI - First Look- Unstacking CitiesCIVILIZATION VI - How to build a city
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